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Proposal Proposed residential redevelopment for approximately 200 units

Case Officer Rebekah Morgan  
 

Organisation
Name COLIN GURR

Address 115 Marshall Road,Banbury,OX16 4QS

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments I strongly object on the grounds of health and safety and access issues that we already have
(with or without train station carpark traffic). The junction at peak times is dangerous,
people drive on the wrong side of the road at pace to race to the junction risking head on
collision with oncoming traffic. They do this because the lengthy single file traffic is backed
up so severely down Higham Way and does not move. People fight with traffic from Merton
Street with cars adjoining the junction from Higham Way and on a daily basis gets
gridlocked and block junction of Royal Mail causing further carnage as traffic then gets
gridlocked both ways. The cars that race down the outside on the wrong side of the road
race towards junction to attempt to get in the right hand lane at the lights which is always
more free than the left hand lane. This is a huge problem now. And will never be
exacerbated. The building of further homes is going to place an intolerable amount of
pressure on the road system. Furthermore noise is already an issue. The amount of cars
racing past my property is unbearable at the best of times. This development of 200 further
dwellings is going to put even more traffic on the road outside my property and will back
cars all the way down as far as my property. There is already too much noise pollution with
loud exhausts and traffic racing past my property.
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